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Total Solutions – meeting and exceeding customer demands. 

Owning a construction machine is not a goal in itself. What customers need is for material 
to be moved, dug, lifted or levelled. Construction tools simply provide the solution to get 
the job done. When you look at equipment in those ‘solutions’ terms it is clear there is 
more to meeting the demands of a customer than simply selling a machine.

This ‘total solutions provider’ philosophy, which is the focus of this edition of Spirit,  
is at the core of Volvo Construction Equipment’s offering. This is not one sided: Many 
customers want to build long-term relationships around total solutions in order to do their 
work as efficiently as possible with maximum profitability and up-time. Volvo Construction 
Equipment also offers services such as financing and insurance, various forms of service 
agreements, accessories and spare parts to support core products. The company’s 
increasingly broad range of these so called ‘soft’ products has evolved into a distinct 
competitive advantage.

In this edition of Spirit there is a profile on the high demands placed on Volvo’s service 
technicians and parts specialists. With a global mission to keep the Volvo fleet running  
in the toughest applications and climates these technicians support customers meet their 
deadlines, deliver on their promises – and grow their businesses profitably.

Another key component in providing ‘total solutions’ to customers is the ability to offer a 
complete range of products that can work together to handle the diverse requirements 
needed in different construction jobs. Our magazine reports this month show how Volvo’s 
broad range of machines are being used in a variety of applications, including the latest 
offerings in our forestry range, tunnelling work as well as road construction machinery in  
the unforgiving conditions of the African desert.

In these dark economic days, customer profitability is more important than ever.  
Providing reliable machines that work well together, are effective and efficient – and are 

fully supported – are important elements in achieving that business 
success. So whether you need material moved, lifted, dug, laid or 
levelled, as this copy of Spirit demonstrates, Volvo Construction 
Equipment not only has the machines to do the job – it has the  
total customer solution.

I hope you enjoy reading this issue.

Bill Law Editor in Chief

INSIDE BACK COVER

AD ARTWORK TBC
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Some things simply don’t need explaining.

Take Times Square. 
Everyone knows. Times Square spells excitement, 
Broadway theatre, bright neon lights.

Take Volvo.
Everyone knows. Volvo spells quality, safety, environmental 
care. Not, of course, that everyone knows about our new, 
cutting-edge milling machines just yet.

New York City’s Department of Transportation fi rst heard 
about our half-lane, front load, 610-horsepower MT2000 
earlier this year.

So a demonstration was arranged. And, since Times 
Square spells excitement, why not stage it right there, 
at the “Crossroads of the World”?

We like to think the MT2000 put on quite a show during 
its 30-hour dress rehearsal. The city’s operators certainly 
gave it a fi ve-star billing. They loved the performance, the 
controls, stability and maneuverability. Actually, they loved 
pretty much everything.

It’s a Volvo, after all. And everyone – even in Times Square 
– knows what that spells.

ADVERTORIAL

HOW TO MAKE IT BIG ON BROADWAY

SPIRIT4 SPIRIT5

With 5km (3.1miles) of tunneling through hard Norwegian rock, 

the Lysaker to Sandvika railway line is set to increase traffic into 

Oslo’s metropolitan area. Contractor NCC is using an exclusive 

fleet of Volvo construction equipment to maintain progress.

  Going 
Underground
   in Olso
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“The key support to the project is a Volvo 
L350F wheel loader. Fitted with extra lights 
and a side-tipping bucket.”

Norway has a lot of tunnels. Over 4,700km 
(2,900miles, more than 50% hydro power tunnels) of them,  
in fact. It’s not that the 4.6 million inhabitants have a particular 
affinity for making life hard for themselves, but rather because 
Norway is a rocky, rugged, mountainous land where it’s simply 
easier to dig through rather than climb over. This experience has 
made Norway a centre of excellence in drill-and-blast tunneling 
techniques through hard rock. The stability of its solid, very 
old, largely Gneiss rock – which is up to 3.5 billion years old 
– reduces the need for additional support. This means that, 
coupled with a higher speed of progress, the price of tunneling 
in Norway is only a fraction of what it costs to tunnel through 
weaker or softer rock.

Norway’s infrastructure has struggled to keep up with 
the demands of its busy population, especially around its capital, 
Oslo, where up to a quarter of the population live. As part of 
an ambitious plan to upgrade the national rail network, a 20km 
(12.4miles) long double line railway is being built from Lysaker  
to Sandvika – from the west of Oslo into its center. The new 
line will make extensive use of tunnels and dramatically increase 
transit speeds and capacity for both passenger and freight rail 
traffic. The key part of the project is a 5km (3.1miles) tunnel,  
of which global contractor NCC has the $57 million contract  
for building 1.8km (1.1miles) of it.

ClEAr lINE Of SIght
The tunnel’s dimensions are 13.2m wide by 9.5m 

high (43ft by 31ft), and depth-of-cover ranges from 2m to  
60m (6.5ft to 197ft) below ground. NCC’s construction 
manager Simen Thorsen, himself an experienced tunneller, 
modestly describes the project as ‘relatively straightforward’. 
“What complicates matters is the geometry of the installations,” 
he says. “Cutting the niches for the rail infrastructure, and 
creating a tunnel profile that allows train drivers a clear line of 
sight to rail signals needs careful attention. Because of this we 
are using the latest technology to make sure we get it right.”

The tunnel was first considered to be built using 
a tunnel boring machine (TBM), but night-time noise and 
vibration working restrictions meant that a drill-and-blast 
approach was considered a more efficient method. (It’s less noisy 
to clean up and preparation work can be conducted at night, 
allowing continuous progress.) An advanced Norwegian-built 
jumbo drill, at the sharp end of the project, is being assisted by 
an exclusively Volvo team of construction equipment. 

The team is making up to 45m (147ft) of progress  
per week, each blast gains 5m. Drilling of up to 200m (656ft)  
an hour is taking place, and every third blast a process of 
injecting cement grout is conducted to provide waterproofing 
support and preserve the water table. This is not the only 
environmental measure: noise, dust and vibrations are all closely 
measured. All water on site is recycled and purified, so that it is 
almost as clean as drinking water. 

The key support to the project is a Volvo L350F 
wheel loader. Fitted with extra lights and a side-tipping bucket, 
its role is to load the project’s three Volvo A40E articulated 
haulers with blasted rock. The haulers are a perfect match 
for the L350F – whose capacity equates to four passes of the 
L350F’s bucket. Central to the operation and with no back-up 
machine in support, the L350F simply can’t break down. Since 
arriving on site in February 2008, it simply hasn’t. The site also 
has Norway’s first EW210C wheeled excavator, fitted with a 
special tilting cab and rock scaler attachment, which removes 
any loose rock left by the blasts up to the tunnel’s full 10m 
(33ft) height.

Other machines on the project are a Volvo L90E  
that is doing fetch and carry duties and a pair of Volvo BL71 
backhoe loaders with trailer fitted for carrying drainage pipes. 
The project’s ‘mascot’ is a 1970s vintage Volvo BM 4300  
wheel loader with over 30,000 hours on the clock –  
and still working hard. 
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INSIDE TRACK KATARINA LINDSTRöm

from Volvo Powertrain, the Volvo arm responsible for production of engines,  

gearboxes and drivelines.
SPIRIT�

“The drill and blast process means that there is  
plenty of time for maintaining our machines properly,”  
continues Simen. “This is important as if any machine breaks 
down the whole process falls apart. But if you treat machines 
well they should not stop. On this job we have made such good 
progress that we are well ahead of schedule and have exceeded 
the theoretical maximum advance for several weeks in a row. 
You always need a bit of luck with tunneling – but that’s 
exceptional progress.”

Text: Brian O’Sullivan

rElOAdINg StAtION
Because much of the site runs through an urban 

area, there are also time limits on when rock can be moved 
out of the site. This could create a backlog of blasted rock 
at the tunnel face, which would cause delay. To overcome 

this NCC has invested 
in the construction of a 
specially built subterranean 
‘reloading station’ that 
allows the high capacity 
removal of spoil from the 
tunnel face. The loaded 
haulers take blasted rock 
and dump their loads down 

a shaft into a manmade chasm 25m (82ft) below sea level. Here 
a Volvo L180E loads a team of on-highway tipper trucks that 
gain access via a specially built tunnel. “In one week the L180E 
loaded 12,186m3 (430,000 ft3) of blasted material – so we’ve 
kept it busy,” says Simen. The rocks are then dumped in nearby 
Drammen for reuse as rock amour for a new harbor that is  
being built.

“It’s a bit of a fluke that all the machines on this job 
are from Volvo,” smiles Simen. “To make matters worse we 
are also just starting to use a Volvo SD160DX compactor and 
considering using a Volvo G946 motor grader. But although 
the L350F is really the key machine, we get good support from 
Volvo. Our Volvo sales manager Olav Moi has been looking 
after NCC since 1969 – over 40 years.”

“On this job we have made 
such good progress that we 
are well ahead of schedule.”
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The last comment resonates. It’s obviously a view 
in which Katarina believes strongly, an ethos developed during 
more than two decades with the company.

“If you really build that belief into a company then 
you will not stand still, you will always improve. That is what 
our customers want to see – continuous improvement.”

A common culture, harmonization, shared best 
practice, all the tenets of the Volvo Production System are 
ones that Katarina has propounded during her time at Volvo 
Powertrain. 

In 2005 she started in her present role and with a 
small team set about developing a set of processes and systems 

that could be introduced across all Volvo’s manufacturing sites 
and plants across the world.

It was an arduous process – not one plant had the 
same system as another – yet eventually it was rewarding. “It 
meant taking the processes we had, seeing what we could learn 
from other parts of the company and other regions and seeing 
how we could improve those processes, and then implement 
them across different sites. 

“It has been a privilege to integrate the different 
cultures, different ways of doing things, and learn the best way 
forward. Now we have a common platform and can guarantee 
the quality of our products wherever they are sold.”

Katarina is a keen advocate of the view that it is the 
global nature of firms such as Volvo Construction Equipment 
(CE) that give them their strength, particularly in times of 
uncertainty and upheaval. 

“There are always different perspectives on each 
problem and we can use these to forge a common perspective 
and be more competitive for the future. Volvo CE is such an 
international group and their structure puts them in a position  
to use all the local knowledge to be truly successful.”

It has taken three years of hard 
work but she seems undiminished by the 
challenge. Quite the opposite. Sat at her desk 
in Gothenburg, Katarina Lindstrom extols the 
benefits of the Volvo Production System (VPS) 
and the transformation it can bring. While the 
system is in its infancy, and there are still a few 
sites that are in the early stages of implementation, 
the first signs are more than encouraging.

“Since we have introduced VPS,  
we have seen very positive movements in  
many areas. We are building a common way  
of thinking and doing things, which means we  
are speaking the same language,” she enthuses.

“For us in Volvo Powertrain, this  
is excellent. When we speak to our customers  
we know the foundation of how we should 
operate, which is a strength for us in the  
future. We have a common working culture  
and that is – that we should never be satisfied. 
We should be proud of finding the problems, 
because every problem is an opportunity  
to improve.”

ATARINA LINDSTRöm, SENIOR VICE 

PRESIDENT Of mANUfACTURING AT 

VOLVO POWERTRAIN ExUDES ENERGY AND  

GOOD HUmOR – AND WELL SHE mIGHT. SHE WAS 

VOTED ONE Of SWEDEN’S mOST INfLUENTIAL 

WOmEN LEADERS AND ALL THIS IN A TRADITIONALLY 

mALE DOmINATED INDUSTRY. SHE IS ALSO THE 

PERSON RESPONSIBLE fOR OVERSEEING THE 

ImPLEmENTATION Of THE NEW VOLVO PRODUCTION 

SYSTEm AT VOLVO POWERTRAIN AND fEELS HER 

DEPARTmENT, AND THE GROUP AS WHOLE, ARE ON 

THE CUSP Of GREAT THINGS.

“WE HAVE A COmmON WORKING CULTURE AND THAT IS – THAT WE SHOULD NEVER BE SATISfIED.”

“NOW WE HAVE A COmmON PLATfORm AND  

CAN GUARANTEE THE qUALITY Of OUR 

PRODUCTS WHEREVER THEY ARE SOLD.”

K
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How Volvo is helping customer growth 
  with a total solution approach.

A clear path
through the woods 

“THE CHALLENGE RIGHT NOW IS REALLY TO 

fOLLOW THE mARKET DEVELOPmENT AND 

ANYTHING IT THROWS UP.” 

Despite her efforts in developing the common 
platform for Volvo Powertrain and implementing the VPS, 
Katarina does not seem one to rest on her laurels. She knows 
many challenges lie in wait, not least the intemperate 
financial climate.

“The challenge right now is really to follow the 
market development and anything it throws up. Since I 
started in this position we have had to manage the enormous 
upturn and now we can have to manage the downturn. Volvo 
Powertrain is supplying to all our customers, and we have to 
make sure we are co-coordinating our activities efficiently.”

On the subject of new technologies, her answer 
comes with a hint of pragmatism, suggesting that while they 
need to integrate new technologies as quickly as possible, Volvo 
can never lose sight of what the customer and the market want.

She cites working close to the market as one of 
the exciting parts of her job. “Our role in Volvo Powertrain 
is to meet the customer’s demand and at the same time create 
synergies for the Volvo Group, based on our product strategy. 
It has been a privilege to work with customers and learn what 
was really needed by the different business areas.”

Katarina first joined Volvo after graduating in 
materials science from the Royal Institute of Technology in 
Stockholm, working at the foundry in Skovde, before leaving for 
Gothenburg and a role as Program Manager for the new 13 liter 
engine. Two years later she moved to another position within 
Volvo Powertrain, heading up product planning, a position she 
held until 2005.

Volvo, for her, is a family affair. Husband Stefan 
also works for Volvo Powertrain, though as he’s in the product 
development laboratory they rarely bump into each other. With 
a mischievous glint, she describes her other role in life as a 
mother of two – son Richard, 14, and daughter Caroline, 10 – 
as ‘logistics provider to two children’. When time and family 
allow her to escape, a country girl at heart, she loves to ski and 
hunt, mainly deer, birds and moose. It’s a good way to get out 
of the world of work, commune with nature and reconnect with 
her country upbringing in Falkoping.

Text: Dan Waddell
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail 
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The world’s forests are thought to have shrunk by roughly 40 
percent since agriculture began 10,000 years ago, but trees still 
cover 30 percent of the earth’s land area and they are playing 
a vital role in the fight against climate change. Ever mindful 
of its environmental responsibilities, Volvo is making its own 
contribution to the sustainable forestry industry.

There are four billion hectares of forest on the planet 
– the equivalent of 0.62 of a hectare for every one of us – and 
a significant part of it is managed by a forestry industry that 
employs over 14 million people, according to the Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations. 

A qUEStION Of CO2

The forests are often described as ‘the lungs of the 
planet’ because they help to sustain the atmosphere by absorbing 
carbon dioxide (C02) from the environment. In this way, 
healthy, fast growing forests can help compensate for the C02

emissions that humans have been producing in such enormous 
quantities in modern times.

But if only fighting climate change was as simple as 
planting billions of trees. 

When trees die and are left to rot they release all 
the CO2 they’ve absorbed back into the atmosphere. Sustainable 
forestry has an answer to this environmental predicament: either 
convert the wood into long-lasting products such as housing, 
furniture and books, or burn it and use it as a carbon-neutral, 
alternative energy source to harmful fossil fuels. 

VOlVO’S ‘tOtAl SOlUtION’ APPrOACh
With log trucks and wheel loaders in thousands of 

mill yards around the world, Volvo is keen to play its part in 
the development of sustainable forestry. Volvo has recently 
re-oriented its forestry equipment business to a ‘total solution’ 
approach, offering customers a start-to-finish package.

Running a forestry business can be complex because 
equipment fleets are often made up of 10, even 20, different 
types of machine models. The beauty of the ‘total solution’ 

scheme is that, starting with the original quotation, customers 
are given a single, straightforward overview of what they need 
to run their business. Bargaining, financing, delivery scheduling, 
training, customer support arrangements, warranties, fleet 
updates, trade-ins – the entire process is covered under one 
umbrella deal. The volume of forest machine equipment is 
modest compared to the construction industry, so the forestry 
dealer has always been lumbered with the tough challenge of 
providing adequate customer support for these sophisticated 
machines. One of the great virtues of Volvo’s ‘total solution’ 
approach is that the customer’s machines all come from one 
source and enjoy a large degree of commonality, making 
customer support that much easier and more efficient.

VOlVO MAChINES IN ACtION
Marketed under FC model numbers since early 2007, 

Volvo has developed a family of tracked forestry carriers, in four 
different sizes, that are based on excavators and can be used in 
most forestry applications. A year later Volvo launched a brand 
new feller-buncher family consisting of three different purpose-
built FB models. The biggest market for both types of machine 
is North America, but South America, Russia and Oceania are 
important too. 

Pertti Lehtomäki is managing director of Lehtomäki 
Brothers, one of the major forestry operators in central Finland 
with a fleet of 10 wheeled harvesters, 10 forwarders and a 
Volvo wheel loader, to which they have recently added a Volvo 
FC2121C tracked carrier. After 30 years of using only wheeled 
machines, what was it that persuaded them to purchase their 
first tracked carrier?

 “The FC2121C is perfect supplement to our fleet. 
In addition to our yearly 400,000 m³ (523,000yd³) timber 

harvesting business we entered the bio-energy segment and 
started to collect stumps for power plants,” he explains. “The 
tracked carrier works for around eight months with a stump 
harvesting head, picking up the stumps and splitting them into 
the proper size. When the ground freezes and snow covers the 
stumps we switch a harvester head to the tracked carrier and 
work through the cold season harvesting trees. 

“This is excellent because the cold season is the 
busiest harvesting time requiring additional harvester capacity. 
The FC2121C has exceeded our expectations. It has been 
trouble-free and its productivity in harvesting is on the same 
level as our wheeled harvesters.” 

VOlVO’S fUtUrE IN thE fOrEStry INdUStry? 
Tracked forestry machines dominate the harvesting in 

Canada and northern USA, and they are the prime market areas 
for the new Volvo feller-bunchers. Great West Equipment, a 
leading forestry dealer in British Columbia, Canada recently laid 
on field demos of Volvo’s FB2800C feller-buncher in early 2009 

“ The Volvo FC2121C is the perfect 
supplement to our fleet... the tracked 
carrier works for around eight months 
with a stump-harvesting head, picking 
up the stumps and splitting them.”

SPIRIT14 SPIRIT15

Pertti LehtomäkiVolvo FC2121C fitted with stump harvesting head.
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for key customers. The machines were very well received with 
the feedback from the operators especially positive.

Volvo is also starting to see tangible success from its 
investment as the major part-owner in the innovative Swedish 
company El-forest AB. The first unit of El-forest’s cutting edge 

SPIRIT1� SPIRIT1�

SPOTLIGHT KEEPING mACHINES RUNNING

It has never been more important to find and fix machine problems first time.

hybrid forwarder was recently delivered to Sveaskog, Sweden’s 
largest forest owner, just two years after teaming up with Volvo. 
There are great expectations for the hybrid forwarder which 
brings a number of major benefits to the forestry industry, 
including significantly lower fuel consumption, greatly reduced 
emissions and less damage to the forest floor during the log 
transportation thanks to its unique six wheel design and lighter 
power train components. 

This long-standing commitment to environmental 
values is just one element of Volvo’s holistic, all-in-one approach 
that brings widespread satisfaction to its forestry customers. 
Running a forestry company can be a complicated business, 
but with Volvo’s simple, clear solutions, customers are able 
to see the woods for the trees.

Text: Niall Edworthy

“This long-standing commitment to 
environmental values is just one element 
of Volvo’s holistic, all-in-one approach.”

  Volvo FB2800 capable of working in extreme conditions.
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“CUSTOmERS ARE AT THEIR mOST VULNERABLE WHEN THEIR mACHINES ARE DOWN.”

Fortunately, the level of training within Volvo 
Construction Equipment is exemplary. Over 70% of all repairs 
and maintenance tasks are successfully conducted at the 
jobsite. And using sophisticated (and often remotely accessible) 
diagnostics, problems and failures are increasingly being rectified 
at the technician’s first visit to site. As technicians often have to 
deal with breakdowns and maintenance issues single-handedly, 
they have to be trained on the whole product, not just one 
element. They have to understand each machine’s hydraulics, 
electrics, mechanics, electronics – as well as the interplay 
between all of these. And when you consider how many (often 
very different) machines there are in the Volvo range then you 
start to appreciate the level of skill and training required. 

With new machines and new technologies being 
introduced all the time, Volvo’s target is that every parts 
specialist and service technician should receive between one and 
two weeks of dedicated training each year. Consequently Volvo’s 
investment in training provision has shot up in recent years, 
increasing from 320,000 hours in 2007 to 420,000 hours last 
year. While the majority of attendees are still service technicians, 
there is a concerted effort to increase competence levels of parts 
specialists, offering courses in product knowledge, logistics, 
inventory management and market pricing. 

COMPEtItION fOr COMPEtENCE
The interaction between service technicians and parts 

specialists has been the focus of The Volvo Masters, a global 
competition that pits dealer teams consisting of parts specialists, 
technical support and service technicians against one another in 
a series of problem-solving exercises. This combined effort in 
problem solving and competence development is increasingly  
the focus of training efforts at Volvo Construction Equipment.

“There is no doubt that we have to maintain our  
focus on increasing competence levels,” says Pål Torgersen, 
global training manager. “Even in these difficult economic 
times dealers see the benefits to customers – and to their own 
businesses – of investing in their employees attending training 

Next year, Volvo Construction 
Equipment celebrates 50 years of providing 
dedicated training courses. The philosophy of 
instilling, renewing and updating the competence 
of its 6,300 field technicians has never been 
more important than today, when construction 
equipment incorporates more components and 
technology than ever before. 

The role that parts specialists and 
service technicians play is easy to overlook but 
the job they do is critical in creating happy 
customers. If a machine breaks down, the service 
mechanics are the front line troops whose job 
it is to minimize downtime by finding the fault 
and fixing it as quickly as possible. Customers 
are at their most vulnerable when their machines 
are down and the pressure on technicians to get 
machines up and running again is considerable. 
Many worksites can be in extremely remote 
locations – machines at the top of a mountain,  
in a deserted desert, a frozen tundra or the 
middle of a rainforest – mechanics simply can’t 
just pop back to the dealer to ask advice if they 
don’t know the answer. 

HERE IS AN OLD SAYING IN THE 

INDUSTRY THAT IT IS THE SALESmAN 

THAT SELLS A CUSTOmER THEIR fIRST mACHINE, 

BUT IT IS THE SERVICE TECHNICIANS AND PARTS 

SPECIALISTS THAT SELL ALL THEIR fOLLOWING 

mACHINES. AS WITH mOST SAYINGS, THERE IS  

A GRAIN Of TRUTH IN IT, AS IT IS ALmOST 

ImPOSSIBLE TO RETAIN A HAPPY CUSTOmER 

OVER THE LONG TERm WITHOUT GOOD SUPPORT. 

AND THE KEY TO PROVIDING GOOD CUSTOmER 

CARE IS REGULAR, COmPREHENSIVE AND  

HANDS-ON TECHNICIAN TRAINING.

“OVER 70% Of ALL REPAIRS AND  

mAINTENANCE TASKS ARE SUCCESSfULLY 

CONDUCTED AT THE jOBSITE.”

T
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There is a new philosophy developing right across the 
construction industry when it comes to training. No longer is it 
being seen as a necessary evil, it is increasingly recognised for 
what it is – an invaluable and business enhancing way to reduce 
machine downtime and increase customer profitability and 
satisfaction levels. Having highly trained technicians in all 
support disciplines is also absolutely central to Volvo’s  
ambition to maintain its position as the industry’s number  
one in customer care.

Text: Brian O’Sullivan

“THERE IS A GROWING REALIzATION Of  

THE BUSINESS BENEfITS Of PROVIDING  

qUALITY TRAINING.”

courses. Having up-to-date and competent technicians is a sound 
business decision and investment in providing happy customers.”

Volvo offers around 100 courses in a variety of 
languages that cover every machine type in the company’s 
expanding product line. Initial computer based training 
programmes are designed to bring technicians up to speed  
before they attend instructor-led courses. But the vast majority 
of courses are instructor-led, with ‘students’ attending either 
global or regional training centres. Where possible, courses can 
be localized, using the growing network of dedicated training 
areas being created in the larger dealerships. 

“There is a growing realization of the business benefits 
of providing quality training,” says Leif Anväg, head of training 
for Volvo’s International region (which itself covers over 100 
countries). “But the focus is definitely on quality, not quantity, 
of the courses provided. It’s not a numbers game, where we 
try to squeeze as many technicians through as quickly as 
possible. The ideal class size is around six to eight people, and 
the benefits of mechanics simply talking together and sharing 
experiences with other technicians during the week long courses 
cannot be underestimated. Regardless of the age or experience  
of participants – the enthusiasm levels are always very high.”

“The ingredients for a successful training course are 
essentially simple,” agrees Pål. “Of course there must be a high 
quality ‘teacher’ and a dedicated environment without normal 
daily work disturbances. But the most important thing is to have 
a real machine to work on. If you can’t touch, see, smell and 
work on the machines you will struggle to really learn about 
them in any meaningful way. The same goes for components 
– you stand a far better chance of remembering what you are 
being taught if you have physically worked on the machine.”

Ready,
	 	 	 set,
	 	 	 	 Ride!

Ready,
	 	 	 set,
	 	 	 	 Ride!

Ready,
	 	 	 set,
	 	 	 	 Ride!
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COMPACt lOAdEr IN thE tIghtESt PlACES
The Volvo L25B compact loader is proving to be a 

smash hit as well. “We’ve got that baby loader in use everyplace 
on these grounds,” says Greg Golightly, MD of the Buildings  
and Grounds Dept. “Everybody wants to use it. That loader is  
a Godsend.” 

Operator Mike Shively was using the Volvo L25B to 
fill some large planters with dirt. “The loader is very easy,” Shively 
told us. “It maneuvres very nicely – gets me into tight places.

“The Volvo loader is especially handy,” Shively 
said, “to get into and around the animal stalls, which are tight 
quarters.” Both the Volvo L25B loader and the Volvo MC90B 
skid steer loader distribute sawdust and bedding materials to the 
pens and stalls.

VOlVO hAUlEr dONAtION 
We caught up with the Volvo A25D operator, Jesse 

Gallegos, as he was making his rounds. “It’s a fast truck that 
really makes our job easier,” says Gallegos.  

Peter Shaw operates the Volvo A25E,  
hauling sawdust to the stockpile at Reliant Center.  
“This machine is as smooth as silk,” says Shaw. “And it has 
excellent power and maneuvrability.”  

For 16 years, Archie Peterson, a ROMCO sales 
representative, has been a member of the Show’s Equipment 
Acquisition Committee. Years ago, Peterson tells us, the Show 
used on-road tandem-axle trucks to haul all of the required clay, 
sand and topsoil into the arenas and grounds.  

“I proposed using articulated haulers instead of 
tandem-axle trucks,” says Peterson. “I figured they would  
be faster. But Show management was hesitant to use them,  
because they thought the tires would tear up the pavement.

“We did calculations to show that the big tires’ loads 
per square inch would not exceed the limit of the concrete 
pavement,” says Peterson. “So I brought one artic hauler to the 
grounds, to show that it would not tear up the pavement – and 
the next day they sent all the on-road trucks home.” 

That was huge for Show management, because the 
Show is a non-profit charity event, and the on-road trucks were 
paid by the load. So because ROMCO donated the Volvo artic 
haulers, it saved the Show considerable money. “We cut the 
time to haul dirt to the Astrodome from two weeks to three 
days,” says Peterson. 

EVERYWHERE, GOLf CARTS ARE BUzzING 

AROUND, CARRYING GROUNDSKEEPERS 

AND VOLUNTEER WORKERS. WHOOSH! A 

25-TONNE Off-ROAD VOLVO ARTICULATED 

HAULER zIPS PAST US, HAULING SAWDUST 

fOR LIVESTOCK BEDDING. THIS IS RELIANT 

PARK IN HOUSTON. WE’RE IN THE mIDST 

Of PREPARATIONS fOR THE HOUSTON 

LIVESTOCK SHOW AND RODEO, A NON-

PROfIT CHARITY EVENT AND THE WORLD’S 

LARGEST RODEO.

 
 
 
It is a truly unique international event. General attendance 
at the show is around 1.8 million people. More than 2,000 
foreign visitors come to Houston from 84 countries. But 
the Show is not just about horses and livestock. Nationally 
acclaimed musical artists perform every night during the Show 
and Rodeo. And since the show began in 1932 more than $235 
million has been raise to benefit the youth of Texas.

What makes the preparation task so daunting is 
that the stadium, the six arenas, and thousands of pens, stalls, 
and corridors all have concrete floors. Every surface must 
be covered with clay, sand, a combination of clay and sand, 
topsoil, or sawdust and wood shavings. Every time one group 
of livestock, say the goats, moves out of an area, it must be 
cleaned to prepare for the next round of animals, which could 
be pigs, chickens, or sheep.

It’s in the preparation and during the show for 
clean-up that Volvo Construction Equipment (CE) is riding 
high. For many years, ROMCO, one of the company’s  
Texas-area dealers, has supplied the Show with Volvo 
articulated haulers for hauling clay, sand, sawdust and wood 
shavings for bedding. And for the first time this year, Volvo 
CE and Volvo Services are contributing a Volvo MC90B skid 
steer loader, a Volvo L25B compact wheel loader, and a  
Volvo BL70 backhoe loader. 

“	this	machine	is	as	smooth	as		
silk,	and	it	has	excellent	power		
and	maneuvrability.”

Hauling sawdust to the stockpile.

Every surface must be covered with clay and sand. A Volvo L25B compact wheel loader working to prepare the arena surface.
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“With that Volvo L25B compact loader I can drive 
right inside a 40-yard roll-off container trailer to get shavings,” 
says Shively. “We use the loader in the birthing center where 
we have cows and hogs, and we put fresh shavings in the 
petting zoo every morning. And we use the loader in the 
horse arena, to spread and handle sand.”

The Volvo MC90B skid steer loader is used for 
many of the same tasks as the Volvo L25B compact loader. 
The skid steer loader can squeeze into the tight pens and stalls 

to spread bedding material – and it can just as easily clean 
them out, saving untold manual labor.

The Volvo BL70 backhoe loader is used to move 
materials throughout the site as needed. 

Mike Strittmatter, Product Manager, Compact 
Equipment, Volvo CE, is on the Show’s Equipment 
Acquisition Committee this year for the first time. Both he 
and Peterson are enthusiastic about the exposure given to 
Volvo CE. Equipment operators come from ranches and local 
contractors, from volunteer workers, and from Show staff. “A 
lot of people are operating this Volvo equipment for the first 
time, and they like it,” says Strittmatter.

 “This show has more than 20,000 
volunteers,” says Peterson. “Every time you shake a hand here, 
it’s a potential customer.”

Text: Dan Brown

GLOBETROTTING SARDINIA

Volvos lead the way in marble extraction in this land rich with metal and mineral deposits.

“	this	show	has	more	than	20,000	
volunteers	–	every	time	you	shake	
a	hand	it’s	a	potential	customer.”
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The remains of Sardinia’s once mighty mining 
industry can be witnessed in the abandoned villages and 
crumbling walls of the buildings where the miners and 
metalworkers once lived and worked. It has been left to  
a number of thriving enterprises in the granite and marble 
business to keep alive the traditions of the little that remains  
of the island’s extraction industries. Both rocks are still quarried 
in significant quantities from generous reserves beneath the 
Sardinian soil.

Italy is one of the world’s leading producers of 
high quality marble and a number of major quarries can be 
found on Sardinia. Marmi Orosei and P.A.I. (Pietra Artistica 
Internazionale), two of the most successful marble businesses, 

can be found in the municipality of Orosei, a few kilometers 
inland from the beautiful white sandy beaches and tourist resorts 
of the island’s east coast. Both companies combine traditional 
skills and state-of-the-art technology in their quarries. 

“Up until the early nineties, our traditional extraction 
methods used derrick cranes, not construction equipment, to 
move the extracted material,” says Massimo Gallus, production 
manager at Marmi Orosei. “Wheel loaders were originally used 
in the quarry in 2000 when we bought our first Volvo, an 
L330D that we still use today.”

According to Gallus, there was no single  
reason behind the company’s decision to opt for Volvo 
construction equipment.

 “Our choice was inspired not only by our trust in 
the brand, but also because of the lower fuel consumption 
compared to other brands. And over nine years, the reliability 
of the machine has been well proven. When we decided to buy 
a second wheel loader, the L350F was the natural choice after 
Volvo ‘landed’ in Sardinia in 2008 and opened up a branch 
and assistance center here. Volvo were extremely helpful both 
during the purchase and in the servicing of the machines, which 
are both covered by a planned periodic maintenance contract.” 

Sardinia, a semi-autonomous region of 
Italy, 180km (112 miles) off its western coast, has 
a history of mining that stretches back to Neolithic 
times. First they came for the minerals, especially 
flint and granite, and then for the gold, silver, copper, 
lead and zinc. Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Romans, 
Spanish and Italians from the Piedmont region, as well 
as countless traders from more remote regions, have 
all left their mark on Sardinia’s culture and landscape. 
In fact, Sardinia was invaded so often that its people 
retreated into the heart of its rugged mountain interior, 
explaining why there are surprisingly few communities 
along a 2,000km (1,243 miles) coastline dotted with 
natural ports. Unlike, most Mediterranean islands, it has 
no significant fishing tradition or maritime culture.

Home to 1.6 million people, inhabiting 
24,000km² (9,266 miles²) of land, Sardinia is the 
fourth least populated region in Italy, with a diversified 
economy geared towards tourism and agriculture. The 
island shares with the Japanese island of Okinawa 
the distinction of having the most centenarians in the 
world. Italian is the official language but Sardinian,  
or Sardu, is widely spoken too among people with a 
strong sense of their own identity. 

ODAY, mOST Of THE GOLD AND SILVER 

TO BE fOUND ON SARDINIA WILL 

BE HANGING Off WEALTHY HOLIDAYmAKERS 

OUTSIDE THE LUxURY HOTELS OVERLOOKING 

THE TURqUOISE WATERS AND SANDY  

BEACHES ON THE ISLAND’S STUNNING 

COASTLINE. BUT fOR mANY CENTURIES, 

STRETCHING BACK TO THE DAWN Of  

CIVILIzATION, fLEETS Of mERCHANTS 

AND INVADING ARmIES CAmE TO THE 

mEDITERRANEAN’S SECOND LARGEST 

ISLAND TO ExTRACT THE PRECIOUS   

COmmODITIES fROm A LAND BURSTING AT THE 

SEAmS WITH mETAL AND mINERAL DEPOSITS.

“ITALY IS ONE Of THE WORLD’S LEADING PRODUCERS Of HIGH qUALITY mARBLE AND A NUmBER  

Of mAjOR qUARRIES CAN BE fOUND ON SARDINIA.”

“WHEEL LOADERS WERE fIRST USED IN THE 

qUARRY IN 2000 WHEN WE BOUGHT OUR fIRST 

VOLVO, AN L330D THAT WE STILL USE TODAY.”

T
Large marble reserves lie beneath the soil.Volvos have been used in the quarry for over nine years.
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For Rieger is now in charge, among other things, 
of Volvo’s extensive range of scale models, representing 
construction equipment on the one hand to trucks and buses 
on the other. For now, his is a small world.

“With these models, everything’s in the detail,” he 
says. “They’re a lot more than just toys. Once we’ve made the 
decision to produce a scale model of one of our vehicles, our 
technical designers produce CAD (Computer Aided Design) 
drawings and data of the real machines which are used as a 
basis for our close co-operation with the model manufacturers. 
We remain in charge of the design and the materials.

“The idea is to make everything as authentic as possible. Of course we 
don’t have to worry about internal details like hydraulic systems, but from the outside 
everything must look right. And if you lift the engine hood or look in the operator 
cabin, the detail must be just right in there as well.

“They are very complex models. Take a top-of-the-range excavator – 
between 15-25 different tools are needed to make one. There’s tooling for the tracks, 
the boom, the engine compartment… the whole process of creating one, from start to 
finish, takes 12-14 months.”

SPIRIT2�SPIRIT2�

“THE mOST SURPRISING RESULT, HOWEVER, WAS 

THE LOWER fUEL CONSUmPTION COmPARED TO 

OUR PREVIOUS mACHINERY.”

“The performance of the machine has been 
outstanding,” adds Gallus. “Not only regarding fuel consumption, 
but also in terms of rim pull and lifting capacity, thanks to a 
powerful hydraulic system that’s tailor-made for our type of 
use. What’s more, cycle speed is impressive and our operators 
also appreciate the overall comfort.”  

A few kilometers down the road, Volvo machines 
can also be found hard at work in the giant quarry of P.A.I. 
(Pietra Artistica Internazionale). Since the company was 
founded in the early 20th century, it has shifted the focus of 
its operations from quarrying granite in Orune to extracting 
marble in Orosei. Today it produces a vast assortment of 
products ranging from construction materials to urban furniture. 
The company also supplies bespoke products based on client 
designs and projects.

“When we decided to buy a wheel loader for 
handling material extracted in the quarry, the Volvo wheel 
loader was the best option available on the market,” says 
managing director Giuseppe Sanna. “A few tests showed us 
the potential of this machinery. We therefore decided to buy 
an L220F loader, and a short time later, we also bought an 
EC460CL tracked excavator.” 

Working in tough, rocky terrain, the wheel loaders 
move the material once it has been hewn and removed from 
the topsoil – and the two machines were quick to impress their 
owners. “The first thing you notice is the compactness of loader 
and excavator, which ensures excellent maneuverability even in 
tight spaces, as is the case with pit extraction,” adds Sanna. 

The Volvo wheel loader was the best option available on the market.Team Volvo CE with Massimo and Antonio Gallus.

MODEL
MANIA
fOR SOmE, BIG IS BEAUTIfUL. fOR OTHERS, IT’S 

SmALL. fOR mAGNUS RIEGER, IT’S BOTH. HAVING 

WORKED fOR VOLVO CONSTRUCTION EqUIPmENT, 

HE IS ONLY TOO AWARE Of THE AWE-INSPIRING 

qUALITIES Of A POWERfUL ARTICULATED 

HAULER, WHEEL LOADER OR GIANT ExCAVATOR. 

TODAY, THOUGH, AS DIRECTOR Of LICENSING 

fOR VOLVO mERCHANDISE CORPORATION, HE 

SEES THINGS SLIGHTLY DIffERENTLY.

“The most surprising result, however, was the lower 
fuel consumption compared to our previous machinery. We 
would have never discovered these advantages without the help 
of Comar the local sub dealer, with whom we have created a 
close partnership. Since we could test machinery on site before 
buying it, we could actually see and appreciate the machine’s 
potential and we could calculate fuel consumption, operating 
costs, and maintenance.”

Text: Niall Edworthy
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Machine models shown: 01: 6870 Paver, 

02: A25D, 03: L35B, 04: A40D, 05: L70E, 

06: E240B, 07: L150C, 08: BL71, 09: L180HL, 

10: EW180B, 11: A40, 12: L180E, 13: A25D, 

14: EC210, 15: DD24, 16: L150E, 17: EC45, 

18: EC210, 19: EC Pipelayer, 20: L350F, 

21: L90E, 22: EC700, 23: L60E, 24: L150C, 

25: ECR235, 26: EW180C, 27: EC240B, 

28: G970, 29: A40D & FH16, 30: L150C & FH16, 

31: L220E, 32: L90E, 33: EC210, 34: L70E, 

35: 4-Pack of Models

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08

09 10 11 12 13

1615 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34 35

 “THE IDEA IS 
TO MAKE THE MODELS   
 AS AUTHENTIC AS   
   POSSIBLE.” 14
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When work on Algeria’s East-West Highway began, it was dubbed as the 

biggest project of its kind in the world

VOLVO EMBARKS 
ON NORTH AFRICAN 
ADVENTURE

In total, there are 65 Volvo vehicle models. Around 
100,000 models (mostly 1:50 scale, although railway enthusiasts 
prefer the slightly smaller 1:87 models to fit in with their trains) 
are produced each year.

“The market,” says Rieger, “splits into three – the 
toys, the premium models and the collectibles.”

Toys, many of which are manufactured under license, 
are made mostly of plastic and, despite very much looking like 
the real thing, are destined for children’s floors and sandpits.

Premium models are made half of plastic and half of 
die cast (zinc and aluminum), and tend to be aimed at collectors 
or older children. Collectibles, the prestige end of the market, 
mostly made in China and costing up to 100 Euros (US$133), 
are 95 percent die cast, apart from such details as the rubber tires.

“Around half go to customers – there’s something 
special about having your machines in your office with you, and 
you can even use them to give people a better idea about how the 

full-size machines work – and the rest are sold to collectors. A lot 
are bought at international trade fairs like Intermat and Bauma.

“Our collectors are very enthusiastic, very 
knowledgeable and always on the look-out for new information 
on the vehicles and on building techniques. Some people 
collect fine wines and others love hi-tech machines – 
it’s as simple as that.”

For more information on 
Volvo construction equipment 
scale models please visit 
www.motorart.se 

SPIRIT32 SPIRIT33

Magnus Rieger, Director of Licensing for Volvo Merchandise Corporation
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The six-lane highway, stretching 1,216 kilometers 
(756 miles) between Algeria’s borders with Morocco to the 
west and Tunisia to the east, will have cost $11.2 billion by the 
time it is completed in 2010. With the majority of the country’s 
goods transported by road, it is expected to have a major impact 
on the economy.

In a less direct way, it is also having an impact 
on Volvo Construction Equipment’s profile in the North 
African country.

Go back to 2006 and Volvo Construction Equipment 
were not represented in Algeria. It was not until 2008, indeed, 
that COGETP (Compagnie Générale des Équipements de 
Travaux Publics) was launched as an exclusive dealership to 
market and sell the company’s vehicles.

“Volvo was not that well known in Algeria at that 
stage,” says COGETP chief executive officer Kamel Saidani. 
“Things are changing, though. We’re making our mark.”

The East-West Highway runs through the rolling 
valleys of Algeria’s northern strip, running parallel to the 
Mediterranean Sea. This hilly, sub-coastal area only forms a 
small percentage of the country but is its most fertile region, 
containing more than 90 percent of the population as well as its 
major cities, including the bustling capital of Algiers.

Further south, the Tell Atlas mountain range, 
buffeted by the dusty, choking sirocco winds, extends first into 
the High Plateaus, a massive area of mostly barren plains, and 
then into the Sahara desert.

The contract to build the road, which traverses 
a dozen tunnels and 70 viaducts because of the undulating 
landscape, was won by business consortia from Japan and China. 
They brought many of their own construction equipment 
vehicles with them. Those fleets, unsurprisingly, were dominated 
by Japanese and Chinese brands.

“But, significantly, the Chinese companies in 
particular also brought lots of Volvos with them, sourced from 
Korea and purchased through Volvo China,” says Saidani. “They 
were fully aware of what the machines had to offer.

 “There are 150 Volvo vehicles working on the 
highway, many of them excavators ranging from 30 to 46 
tonnes,” adds Saidani. “We have been helping with servicing 
the vehicles and providing spare parts where necessary. It’s 
crucial for the contractors’ peace of mind to know they have 
such back-up immediately at hand, even though the machines 
have been performing very well.”

The project, which passes through half of the 
country’s 48 provinces, is thus acting as something of a shop 
window in demonstrating what Volvo’s excavators, articulated 
haulers and wheel loaders can do. “Local Algerian construction 
companies have taken a close interest in the building of the East-
West Highway,” says Saidani. “And they will have seen at least 
150 reasons on a daily basis why they should consider buying 
Volvo in the future.”

The articulated haulers and their capacity to deal 
with all terrains are also turning heads in a region which has 
tended to rely on rigid dumpers. Meanwhile, machine operators 
working on the highway, which will link such cities as Algiers, 
Constantine, Oran, Tlemcen and Setif, have become aware of 
the advantages of an ergonomically designed cab equipped with 
market-leading climate and filter systems able to cope with 
summer temperatures rising up to 45°C (113°F).

Algeria, 80 percent of which is made up of desert, 
is committed to a $60 billion investment program in its 
infrastructure, following years of decline. That program is being 
funded by the country’s oil revenues.

“Effectively, we’re playing catch-up. There is 
another major road project on the horizon to rival the East-
West highway, and there is a string of major schemes, including 
dam construction.” 

There are 150 Volvo machines working on the highway.

“they will have seen at least 
150 reasons on a daily basis 
why they should consider 
buying Volvo in the future.”

“It’s crucial for the 
contractors’ peace of 
mind to know they have 
such back-up immediately 
at hand.”

SPIRIT34 SPIRIT35
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COGETP, a subsidiary of Cevital, the country’s 
biggest privately-owned business group and boasting a workforce 
of 50,000, has only been in full operation for around six months 
but is already targeting Algeria’s major construction companies.

“We have two types of companies here – the smaller, 
one-man band type of construction operation which buys solely 
on price, and the larger professional enterprises who take a 
longer-term view,” says Saidani. “And I can tell you that our 
approach of targeting that market segment is already looking like 
a good choice.”

COGETP, he says, will sell around 100 vehicles in its 
first year and grow by 20 to 25 percent a year in the immediate 
future. “Despite the credit crunch, we do not think Algeria’s 
public program will be badly hit and so we see such growth as 
totally realistic,” he says.

Saidani, whose major responsibilities are in sales 
and servicing, is well placed to understand the importance 
of conveying the Volvo message and its core values of quality, 
safety and environmental care.

A trained engineer with around 30 years 
experience of the civil engineering and construction industries, 
he was head-hunted by COGETP after working for almost 
10 years with a joint-venture company selling Komatsu 
construction equipment.

“Yes, you could say I’m doing a similar job and 
meeting the same clientele,” the 55-year-old father-of-two agrees. 

“I respect our competitors and would never talk them 
down. I just try to emphasize the qualities of the machines I’m 
selling, and to make sure we are providing a top-class after-sales 
service, with comprehensive spare-part back-up. Those are the 
key criteria. It’s a very exciting challenge.

“Of course, I couldn’t persuade customers to buy 
Volvos if I weren’t myself convinced about the machines. If that 
were the case, I wouldn’t be here. Let me put it this way – our 
machines have absolutely nothing to worry about when it comes 
to the competition.

the man in charge of helping to preserve Volvo’s glorious past.

SPIRIT3�

LIFE THROUGH A LENS STEN-ÅKE LYNGSTAm

“The main thing I’ve learnt, as an ‘insider’, is that 
Volvo is totally committed to quality, right down to the slightest 
detail. That’s what makes the company stand out. Volvo could 
make itself more price-competitive, perhaps, by being less 
stringent in terms of the components it uses, but that simply 
would not be in the Volvo mind-set. 

“People know that, and they like it. They know 
what they are buying, and it’s top quality.” 

Text: Tony Lawrence

Capacity to deal with all terrains.

“The main thing I’ve learnt, 
as an ‘insider’, is that Volvo 
is totally committed to 
quality, right down to 
the slightest detail.”

SPIRIT3�
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importantly a depth of knowledge and deep sense pride in the 
firm and its values that illuminate every word he says.

“Volvo’s history has always been very important for 
me,” he says. Deeds back up his words. He has been president 
of the VTK (Volvo Tjänstemannaklubb) a club in Gothenburg, 
which seeks to bring together Volvo employees old and new, 
and boasts 4,000 members. “Before I came to the museum, I was 
involved with a Volvo historical project. Volvo wanted to check 

out how we are taking care of our history but also how we’re 
using and developing our history. It supports the brand and that 
is so very important. When people visit the museum they know 
for certain what Volvo is and what it stands for when they leave.”

The museum reflects the fact Volvo is, as Sten-Åke 
puts it, a ‘grown-up’ company. It has a past to boast about. 
Volvo promotes staff visits to the museum, not only to learn, 
but also to be inspired. Staff are encouraged to draw on the  
ideas and designs of the past and how they solved problems 
then; this in turn may help them come up with solutions for  
the future.

“That is why we should never throw away anything 
that might be of value to the next generation,” he explains. 
“It might be old sales brochures for example – on the used car 
market people are willing to pay lots of money for these. We 
must always think of whether something can be of use before we 
discard it – tools, machines, engines, the vehicles, of course, and 
photos too. At the moment I am looking to acquire a drawing 
table because the new generation do everything on a computer, 
so they will soon look back with amazement at how it was done!

“It’s always interesting to learn how things developed. 
We can always learn from history in order to be successful.”

The first three-point seatbelt that we 
see in every vehicle today and revolutionized 
car safety?… A Volvo innovation 50 years ago. 
The first catalytic converter with Lambda Sond 
technology was used in a Volvo car in 1976. Given 
the number of concept vehicles on display whose 
designs have become industry standard, you realize 
the museum is not just an insight into how things 
were, but also how Volvo has developed and 
forged ahead. And with Sten-Åke as your guide as 
you pass old cars, engines, construction equipment, 
trucks and buses, there is so much to learn. What 
he doesn’t know about the brand could be written 
on the back of one of the museum’s ticket stubs.

Sten-Åke, 60, radiates good humor and 
enthusiasm, not only for all things Volvo but also 
the museum’s clientele, breaking off occasionally 
from the tour to joke and interact with other 
customers, greeting one Japanese party in their 
native language.

Years of working in sales and marketing 
with Volvo cars and interacting with customers 
have given him the gift of the gab, but more 

TOUR Of THE VOLVO mUSEUm IN 

GOTHENBURG WITH STEN-ÅKE 

LYNGSTAm AS YOUR GREGARIOUS GUIDE IS AN 

EDUCATION IN mANY WAYS. NOT LEAST BECAUSE 

IT BRINGS HOmE HOW VOLVO’S CORE VALUES 

ARE NOTHING NEW – qUALITY, SAfETY AND 

ENVIRONmENTAL CARE HAVE BEEN CENTRAL TO 

THE COmPANY fOR DECADES.

A SPECIALIzED VOLVO CONSTRUCTION EqUIPmENT mUSEUm ExISTS IN ESKILSTUNA  

AND THE COmPANY’S PRODUCTS ARE ALSO PRESENT IN THE VOLVO GROUP mUSEUm.

“WE mUST ALWAYS THINK Of WHETHER 

SOmETHING CAN BE Of USE BEfORE  

WE DISCARD IT.”

A
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dESPItE CUrrENt UNCErtAINtIES  

OVEr thE wOrld ECONOMy,  

MAlAySIA IS ON thE rISE. thE COUNtry’S 

qUArryINg INdUStry wIll NEEd tO rAMP 

UP PrOdUCtION tO kEEP PACE wIth  

dOMEStIC dEMANd. 

When 
only solid 

reliability 
Will do

SPIRIT40

he’s away from the museum, and son Fredrik plays the same 
instrument in a rock band. 

Text: Dan Waddell
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail

 

A new exhibition of Volvo construction equipment was  
unveiled this year at the museum. Volvo also has a sister  
museum in Eskilstuna which focuses on construction  
equipment. For more information on this and Volvo’s other 
museums visit www.volvomuseum.com

Sten-Åke started with Volvo in 1970 and has  
never worked for another firm. “I don’t regret one single day,”  
he states with conviction. “It has been fantastic. Volvo is 
challenging – you can be interested in space technology, or truck 
production, or the road building system or building construction, 
and Volvo is involved in it all. The working environment has 
always been so good, the people in particular. I have never 
wanted to leave.” 

So, when the opportunity came for him to take 
charge of the museum, he seized it. “I was really glad. I like the 
brand, the people and the company, so it was natural. I love 
meeting people, whether they are Volvo employees or visitors, 
so the communication is something I enjoy.”

One of Sten-Åke’s proudest moments came recently, 
when his oldest son Mikael followed in his father’s footsteps and 
joined the company, continuing the link that has been a major 
part of his life. 

Talents tend to repeat themselves in the Lyngstam 
family. Wife Eva, is a teacher, as are their daughter, Katarina, 
and other son, Fredrik, while Sten-Ake is a keen guitarist when 

“IT’S ALWAYS INTERESTING TO LEARN HOW 

THINGS DEVELOPED. WE CAN ALWAYS LEARN 

fROm HISTORY IN ORDER TO BE SUCCESSfUL.”
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By definition, a vehicle which does not break down is 
going to produce good running-cost data. “The Volvos, though,” says 
Sek Ann Thong, “are already first-in-class in terms of fuel economy.

“We looked at other machines, but their fuel load 
lasted a day, whereas our Volvos go almost twice as long. The 
other machine manufacturers asked me for some feedback and  
I explained the issue. They understood it.” 

 “Safety was also an important factor in the decision-
making process of buying,” says Sek Ann Thong, who explains 
that the company is totally committed to ‘Safety Above 
All’. Cab comfort in a dusty, noisy workplace also had to be 
considered, while environmental issues were another factor, 
with the Volvos more than complying with the environmental 
standards set out by the region’s department of occupational 
safety and health, Keselamatan & Kesihatan Pekerjaan Johor.

“Finally,” says Sek Ann Thong, “the bottom line is a 
healthy relationship with your machinery dealer. That’s crucial. 
I work closely with Jules Lee, the General Manager of Volvo 
Malaysia. We get on extremely well.

“We need to maintain a good rapport with the  
Volvo Construction Equipment dealer so that the workability  
and performance of our vehicles is monitored and maintained  
at all times.”  

Text: Fiona McLelland and Tony Lawrence 

One of the newly established quarries that will  
help meet this rising demand is the Seng Hong Quarry Sdn.  
Bhd. The 15-hectare (37-acre) site, in Kulai, Johor, near the 
Singapore border, was established in 2004 and quarrying began 
in 2007. The quarry has more than 40 workers and produces 
more than 1.3 million tonnes a year. Its granite reserves are 
forecast to last beyond 2020.

The quarry primarily supplies block, aggregates, 
chipping, crusher run, hardcore and quarry dust to local cities, 
such as Johor Bahru, Gelang Patah, Kulai and Kempas in the 
south Johor region, as well as to nearby Singapore.

The rocks are initially blasted from the quarry face, 
then loaded into dumper trucks by four Volvo EC360BLC 
crawler excavators, each equipped with 1.84m³ (65ft³) 
buckets. The stone is then processed through up to three 
stages of crushing to produce the quarry’s end products 
– 152.4mmx228.6mm (6x9 inches) blocks, 20mm (0.8 inches) 
aggregate, 10mm (0.4 inches) chipping, 50.8mm (2 inches) 
crusher run, hardcore and – finally – quarry dust.

There are seven articulated haulers on site, five of which 
are Volvo A25s, as well as an L120E wheel loader which is used to 
load the granite onto transportation trucks for delivery to customers.

“Seng Hong Quarry had a rock-solid reason for opting 
for Volvo equipment,” explains the President of Seng Hong 
Quarry, Sek Ann Thong “– reliability”.

Quality, durability and performance were part of the 
package, of course. But the key was a machine which would 
never slow down, let alone stop.

 “Quarrying is a tough environment,” he says. “Our 
machines have to be able to handle that.

“Work here means work, it doesn’t mean just for 
an hour or two. We’ve operated continuously, from 7am until 
10pm, for two years. It’s non-stop, with overtime. There’s no 
meal or afternoon breaks. So we needed something that would 
not slow or lose performance over that sort of time period.

“My other company bought a Japanese machine 
sourced from China at a good price, so I suggested we give it 
a go. But after about eight hours it began to get slower and 
slower. That was a problem. Looking back, it couldn’t compete 
with the Volvos we have now. They weren’t durable enough. It 
was a false economy. They may be fine for smaller construction 
projects but not for heavy stuff like quarrying. This was a hugely 
important discovery for us.

“That goes for everything about the machines, 
incidentally, right down to the buckets,” adds Sek Ann Thong. 
“The steel used by Volvo is very good. On rival vehicles, we’ve 
had issues with cracking and tearing and broken teeth.

“That hasn’t been an issue with our current machines. 
Basically, we find the Volvos are particularly suited for quarry 
and excavation activities.”

“basically, We find the 

VolVos are particularly 

suited for quarry and 

excaVation actiVities.”

“ safety Was also an 

important factor in 

the decision-making 

process of buying.”

malaysia is aiming to attain Developed Nation Status by 
2020. To get there, however, it will first have to work 
its way through a daunting ‘Things To Do’ list. The 

national education needs to be improved and poverty eradicated. 
Basic targets such as clean water, energy and transportation for 
all will have to be met, while public services across the board 
need to be strengthened.

None of this will be possible without resources, 
which is why growing the national economy stands at the top 
of the agenda. The Economist Intelligence Unit has forecast 
that Malaysia’s real GDP growth will average 5.9% a year 
over the next four years. This will mean a plethora of new 
building projects, new manufacturing plants and a developing 
infrastructure. And, by definition, this will also mean 
unprecedented pressure being put on the country’s quarrying 
industry to provide sufficient raw materials.

SPIRIT42 SPIRIT43
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zHOU jIANDONG

helping to fuel China’s economy.

“CHINA HAS ENOUGH COAL TO SUSTAIN ITS ECONOmIC GROWTH fOR A CENTURY OR mORE,  

EVEN THOUGH DEmAND IS CURRENTLY OUTPACING PRODUCTION.”OPERATOR CORNER

China is the largest consumer of coal in  
the world, and produces some three billion tonnes  
of the raw material each year. With around 13 percent 
of the world’s proven coal reserves – only the United 
States and Russia boast more – China has enough  
coal to sustain its economic growth for a century  
or more, even though demand is currently  
outpacing production.

Put another way, Zhou – who operates 
a Volvo Construction Equipment (CE) A40E 
articulated hauler and works for the Xinjing Heishan 
Strip Coal Mine company in the province of Xinjiang 
– has a lot of work to do. He smiles, and nods.

“We won’t be running out of coal for a 
while yet,” he says. “The site I work on stretches 
1.42km (0.88 miles) from north to south and 1.38km 
(0.85 miles) from east to west and has proven reserves 
of about 55 million tonnes.

“It’s an open pit coal mine, so the 
exploration conditions are good and the coal is of a high quality, the best in the 
province in fact. We transport it right across China as well as exporting it to the 
United States, Russia and Japan.

T’S EASY TO OVERLOOK zHOU 

jIANDONG. WHEN IT COmES TO 

CHINESE COAL PRODUCTION THE 45-YEAR-OLD 

zHOU, A mINING EmPLOYEE AND CONSTRUCTION 

EqUIPmENT OPERATOR IN THE NORTH  

WEST Of THE COUNTRY, IS A SmALL COG IN 

A LARGE WHEEL. A VERY, VERY, VERY LARGE 

WHEEL INDEED.

I
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AD ARTWORK TBC

Zhou spent eight years in the army at the start of his 
career. He always wanted to do hands-on work, in the industrial 
sector but preferably outdoors and in wide-open spaces.

He appears to have chosen wisely. Xinjiang certainly 
has plenty of outdoors to offer. A sparsely populated area 
bordering Tibet, India, Russia and such countries as Kazakhstan, 
it spans more than 1.62 million km² (625,485 miles²), about one 
sixth of China’s entire territory and larger than the combined 
area of Europe from Germany to Spain. It also boasts part of the 
awe-inspiring Tian Shan Himalayan mountain range.

“I’d be very happy to see my son follow in my 
footsteps,” Zhou reflects. “The army was a precious experience, 
and I love what I’m doing now. I’m working in tandem with a 
machine I love and I’m in the great outdoors.

“Is the life of a Volvo operator good? Oh yes!”  

Text: Tony Lawrence 

SPIRIT4�

“VOLVOS HAVE mADE OUR LIVES A LOT EASIER 

AND A LOT mORE PLEASANT. I LIKE EVERYTHING 

ABOUT THEm, IN fACT.”

“The coal comes in two categories, refined and 
chemical. We are starting another deep processing project here, 
which will attract a 322 million RMB ($47 million) investment.”

Zhou is not your typical employee. He has managerial 
and administrative duties and is in charge of the site’s fleet 
of articulated haulers. But he also continues to work on the 
machines. It’s as if he can’t get enough of them. 

“I’ve carried on as an operator as well because I love 
the vehicles, simple as that,” he says.

“We bought our first Volvos in 2008,” he says. “Now 
we have 13. Most of them are A40Es, but we also have EC360B 
and EC460B crawler excavators and two L180F wheel loaders.

“Until then, we relied on locally manufactured brands 
but we’d heard that the Volvos were good, so our company 
president made the decision to use them. 

“The vehicles we had before cost less in terms of price 
but you can’t compare them in terms of performance.  
The Volvos are much more stable and more powerful, they have 
lower fuel consumption, they’re less noisy and easier to drive. 
There’s less downtime with them, which is important in terms 
of cost.

“And, of course, they’re much more comfortable. This 
is a big industrial production site. Volvos have made our lives a 
lot easier and a lot more pleasant. I like everything about them, 
in fact. So do all the operators here.”

Despite that, working in coal is not an easy option. 
Zhou lives in the city of Urumchi, 95km (59 miles) away from 
his workplace. He works for 25 days a month, then he has five 
days off to spend with his wife and 11-year-old son. “We play 
chess together,” he says. “My time at home is beautiful.” Whilst 
at the mine, he lives in a staff dormitory.

One day, Zhou would like to run his own company, 
“and buy the family a better car and a better house”.

For now, though, there’s China’s insatiable appetite 
for power and raw materials to satisfy.

Coal represents around 70 percent of the country’s 
energy consumption – compared to a global average of 40 
percent – with most of its reserves located in the north and 
north-west. China is opening one large coal-fired power plant a 
week on average to generate enough electricity to service its  
1.3 billion population and fuel its industries.
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